Abdominal Wall Endometriosis Following Cesarean Section: Report of a Case
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Endometriosis is the presence of functional endometrial tissue outside the uterus. Abdominal wall endometriosis is the one of the rarest site of extra pelvic endometriosis (AWE). We herein report the clinical characteristics of a 29 year’s old (G2P2) woman with abdominal wall endometriosis, 21 months after the last cesarean section. A total excision of the mass was performed and final histopathology of the mass was reported as endometriosis. We recommend taking into consideration this rare condition especially in women presenting painful mass near the scar with previous caesarean section.
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Introduction

Abdominal wall endometriosis (AWE) is defined as endometrial tissue superficial to the peritoneum and is associated with a history of surgical procedures such as caesarean delivery, hysterotomy, hysterectomy, episiotomy, ectopic pregnancies, and laparoscopy, among others. Simply it may be described as growth of endometrial gland and stroma outside the uterus. Abdominal wall endometriosis is the one of the rarest site of extra pelvic endometriosis (AWE).

The explanation of this pathogenic condition is the “iatrogenic direct implantation theory,” which suggests that endometrial cells escape through an incision made in the uterus during the surgical procedure and are implanted within the abdominal wound. AWE that follows previous caesarean section has an incidence of 0.03%-0.4%.

In this case report, we aimed to evaluate the clinical characteristics of a case of AWE following cesarean section surgically managed and successfully treated.

Case Report

A 29 years old woman (G2P2) was admitted to our hosp...
Discussion

The majority of the AWE is associated with a history of surgical procedures such as cesarean delivery, hysterotomy, hysterectomy, episiotomy, ectopic pregnancies, and laparoscopy, among others. AWE that follows previous cesarean section has an incidence of 0.03%-0.4%.1

Nirula4 explained the pathogenetic mechanism as inoculation of the surgical wound with endometrial cells during the surgery and subsequently proliferation of these cells in order to form endometrioma in the scar by hormonal stimuli.

In general, the most evident clinical manifestation of endometriosis is a painful subcutaneous mass together with a cyclic pain associated with menses.5 Diagnosis of AWE is easily when pain occurs cyclically and is generally misdiagnosed when the complaint is not cyclic. In our case, the main symptom was a painful mass.

Owing to its low cost and practicality, ultrasonography is the most commonly used investigational procedure for abdominal masses. If the diameter of the endometrioma is more than 4 cm, however, MRI provides more precise topographic information.1 In the presented case we used both ultrasonography and computerized tomography as imaging techniques. Savelli et al.7 published that AWE cannot be distinguished from invasive abdominal masses by CT. In our case computerized tomography did not supply any additional knowledge as in literature.

The accuracy rate of preoperative diagnosis reported to be from 20% to 50%.1 For this reason additional diagnostic procedures may be necessary. We performed a fine needle biopsy for a possible diagnostic pitfall. Fine-needle aspiration cytology is a minimally invasive procedure that can provide a diagnosis and eliminate the possibility of malignancy; however, its use remains controversial because theoretically it has the potential to implant endometrial cells further at the puncture site.1

AWE should be treated with total excision of the mass under anesthesia. If there are signs of pelvic endometriosis oral contraceptives, danazol or GnRH analogues may be added to the therapy.6 We also performed total excision of the masses under local anesthesia in our case.

As a result, AWE must be considered as a possible diagnosis for females of reproductive age complaining of mass or pain in or around the abdominal scar after a surgery, such as cesarean delivery.
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